Who Am I

by Frano Vainio-Doiseul

The world we live in is cruel and yet we're blameless
Who am I, who am I to change this
People influenced by music hearing gunshots in their playlist
Who am I, who am I to change this
Genocide kills many lives of all ages
Who am I, who am I to change this
So many lives are lost that the dead become statistics
Who am I, who am I to change this

I am a young man like once was MLK jr
Who has a plan and has a dream for the future
Strong willed tough minded, negativity executer
Planning for a better day, yet hoping it's coming sooner
My dreams are higher than the sky and beyond lunar
My ideas might be quite weird, quite peculiar
My mind is always armed, I'm a knowledge shooter
I like to hope I make you think, thought Inducer

There's so much suffering and I'm looking for a solution
I know greenhouse gasses are not the only pollution
Pollution of mind, like that done by Adolf Hitler
Making people kill neighbours, mothers, brothers and sisters
Slavery is just one form of treachery
That brings about oppression and no job vacancies

A young man given no answers, no apologies
Can't always turn to conventional methodologies
Making tough decisions having to constantly change Ideologies
They say the damaged are always best at making their own philosophies

When I think of the dead and the lives that have been affected It
brings tears to my eyes, I fear for the wise who fight the wicked
How could you try justify genocide?
Ethnic, racial, religious or nation wide
This is past incarceration, the highest form of entire group discrimination we
must stop it before it's too late. Devastation.